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Here, we define some regulations for the computer exercises.

Here are the regulations:

1. Each CE will come with a deadline including a date and a time. Obviously you are
supposed to submit until then. However there are some exceptions to this in item no 2.

2. Everybody has a total of 7 joker days which can be used with any CE. Using a joker
day with a CE means that you can submit the corresponding CE 24 hours later than the
deadline. Joker days cannot be used in hour units (either 24 hours or none) and using a
joker day is an irreversible process. An important point is that using a joker day affects
the deadline of only the corresponding CE.

3. No specific extensions of due dates for the computer exercises will be made unless you
have a valid medical report. If you have other specific conditions that make you require
extensions, you need to use your joker days.

4. Submissions will be made via email to the address umut@metu.edu.tr with the .pdf file
of your report for the CE and .rar file of your codes.

5. In the reports, you are supposed to give your plots, results, comments, interpretations,
speculations, problems encountered during the implementation and how they were solved
etc..

6. I also want your slightly commented codes NOT as a part of your report but as a .rar

file attached to your email. Note that I will individually run your codes myself and will
check both the code and the results. Therefore, a readme.txt file briefly explaining the
structure of the code and the function of each file in the overall code is required to be in
the .rar file.

7. Please ask questions if anything is unclear. Email communication is highly encouraged.

Now some advice:

• Try to write your code as structured as possible. This is necessary both for me to under-
stand your work and for you to later use the code for future exercises or after the course
for your research.

• These exercises are not of the type that one can leave until the last day which was proven
at the last times the course was given.

Finally, I wish you all good luck.
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